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ABSTRACT

The genome of the cell is often exposed to DNA dam-
aging agents and therefore requires an intricate well-
regulated DNA damage response (DDR) to overcome
its deleterious effects. The DDR needs proper regu-
lation for its timely activation, repression, as well as
appropriate choice of repair pathway. Studies in Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae have advanced our under-
standing of the DNA damage response, as well as the
mechanisms the cell employs to maintain genome
stability and how these mechanisms are regulated.
Eukaryotic cells utilize post-translational modifica-
tions as a means for fine-tuning protein functions.
Ubiquitylation and SUMOylation involve the attach-
ment of small protein molecules onto proteins to
modulate function or protein–protein interactions.
SUMO in particular, was shown to act as a molec-
ular glue when DNA damage occurs, facilitating the
assembly of large protein complexes in repair foci. In
other instances, SUMOylation alters a protein’s bio-
chemical activities, and interactions. SUMO-targeted
ubiquitin ligases (STUbLs) are enzymes that target
SUMOylated proteins for ubiquitylation and subse-
quent degradation, providing a function for the SUMO
modification in the regulation and disassembly of re-
pair complexes. Here, we discuss the major contri-
butions of SUMO and STUbLs in the regulation of
DNA damage repair pathways as well as in the main-
tenance of critical regions of the genome, namely
rDNA regions, telomeres and the 2 �m circle in bud-
ding yeast.

INTRODUCTION

Protein functions within the cell need to be tightly con-
trolled to ensure proper and timely function. This is
achieved by numerous ways such as controlled expression,
RNA and protein degradation, ligand binding as well as
post-translational modifications. Covalent attachment of
chemical groups to a protein provides a means for regulat-
ing protein functions as these attachments provide a quick
reversible way of signaling and targeting that makes re-
sponse to cellular changes rapid and dynamic. Phosphory-
lation, methylation and acetylation involve the attachment
of small chemical groups on specific amino acid residues on
proteins. This serves to either alter the protein surface prop-
erty thus affect function, or act as a specific binding domain
for other proteins thus modulate protein–protein interac-
tions. Another post-translational modification is the addi-
tion of small proteins, ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like proteins
such as small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO), through co-
valent attachment to the target protein, by the process of
ubiquitylation and SUMOylation, respectively (1,2). Ubiq-
uitin and SUMO are highly conserved within all eukaryotes
and have been shown to play a critical role in most, if not
all, cellular processes. Ubiquitylation and SUMOylation in-
volve the addition of a single (mono) or a chain of molecules
(poly) to the substrate protein. Poly-ubiquitylation of a
protein has been most extensively studied as a means of
signaling for proteasomal degradation by the 26S protea-
somal system (3–5). However, it also plays an important
role in signaling in various cellular pathways through al-
tering protein–protein interactions (3). SUMO has also re-
cently emerged as a critical factor in multiple biological
processes such as DNA replication and transcription as
well as the maintenance of genome integrity and the events
following DNA damage (6). The ubiquitin and SUMO
pathways share several similarities and common proteins,
and are highly interconnected with SUMO-targeted ubiq-
uitin ligases (STUbLs) providing the main link (7,8). These
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enzymes are recruited to SUMOylated proteins to subse-
quently ubiquitylate them leading in many cases to their
proteasomal degradation.

One of the most important cellular processes, which in
essence affects all other cellular processes, is protecting the
genome. The cellular DNA is under continuous attack by
DNA damaging agents, like ionizing radiation (IR), ul-
traviolet (UV) radiation, carcinogens, as well as endoge-
nous stresses resulting from DNA replication errors and
by-products of cellular metabolism such as reactive oxy-
gen species. The capacity to deal with these DNA damaging
agents is crucial for cell survival, and inefficiencies in DNA
repair can lead to chromosomal aberrations and cancer in
mammalian cells. When the cell encounters a DNA dam-
aging agent, it activates an intricate response system, called
the DNA damage response (DDR). This involves two in-
terconnected pathways; one is to repair the DNA damage
using several DNA repair pathways, and the other is to ar-
rest the cell cycle in order to allow time for DNA repair and
to prevent the propagation of damaged DNA into daughter
cells (9,10). If the damage is too severe, cellular senescence
or programmed cell death may occur. Both of these path-
ways are of critical importance in maintaining genome in-
tegrity and mutations in the proteins involved are frequent
causes of carcinogenesis. Most of the basic mechanisms and
factors involved in the DDR are well understood; however,
what remains a mystery is how these pathways are regulated
and the crosstalk that exists between them. One of these
regulatory mechanisms is post-translational modifications
on proteins involved in DDR, namely ubiquitylation and
SUMOylation. Hence, ubiquitin, SUMO and the enzymes
involved in their conjugation and processing are now re-
garded as critical players in maintaining genome stability.
Studies in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae have played a key
role in understanding the intricate process of DNA dam-
age repair and the maintenance of genome stability. This
review focuses on the role that SUMO and STUbLs play
in the DDR in budding yeast and the maintenance of crit-
ical DNA elements, in particular rDNA, telomeres and the
episomic 2 �m circle.

THE SUMOYLATION PROCESS AND COMPONENTS
INVOLVED

Although ubiquitin and SUMO only share 20% sequence
identity, the conjugation of SUMO (Smt3 in S. cerevisiae)
to proteins shows high resemblance to the ubiquitylation
process [(8,11,12) and Figure 1]. The SUMOylation process
also includes the action of E1-E2-E3 cascade of enzymes,
and is conjugated to a large number of substrates. It involves
an initial step of processing of Smt3 to expose a di-glycine
residue at the C-terminus, followed by activation by the E1
activating enzyme complex, Aos1-Uba2 (13). Next is the
conjugation to the E2 conjugating enzyme, Ubc9 and finally
ligation to a substrate protein by a few E3 ligases includ-
ing Siz1, Siz2, Mms21 (also called Nse2, a part of Smc5/6
complex) and Cst9 (meiosis specific E3) (14,15). The final
ligation step of SUMOylation involves the formation of an
isopeptide bond between the C-terminal glycine of Smt3
and an internal lysine in the protein. Unlike in the ubiquitin
pathway, where E3 ligases act as the substrate receptors and

recruit substrates for conjugation by E2s, the SUMO E2 en-
zyme Ubc9 can bind to substrates and catalyze the conjuga-
tion of SUMO to them directly without the need for SUMO
E3s. However, SUMO E3 ligases confer higher selectivity to
the process. Typically, SUMOylated sites are lysines within
a consensus motif �KXE, where � represents a large hy-
drophobic amino acid and X represents any amino acid (6).
Other SUMOylated lysine sites, however, have also been
reported (16,17). Similar to ubiquitin, SUMO can also be
attached as a single moiety (mono-SUMOylation), as sev-
eral moieties at multiple sites (multi-SUMOylation), or as
a chain (poly-SUMOylation) (18). Poly-SUMO chains are
attached through one of the three lysines in the N-terminus
of SUMO (K11, K15 and K19 in Smt3). While SUMO is
essential for yeast viability, poly-SUMOylation is not (19).
The SUMO signal is removed by SUMO proteases, Ulp1
and Ulp2. Ulp1 is the major de-SUMOylating enzyme and
is localized to the nuclear pores (20–22). Ulp1 is also re-
sponsible for the maturation of Smt3 to become a substrate
for conjugation (23), and this accounts for the inviability of
ulp1 null mutants (24). A mutation in the ULP1 gene re-
sults in an allele named nib1, which shows nibbled colony
appearance and growth defects as a result of the hyperam-
plification of the 2 �m circle (25,26). Ulp2, on the other
hand, is present throughout the nucleus and is specifically
involved in de-SUMOylating poly-SUMOylated substrates
(19,27,28). ulp2 null mutants are viable but show several
growth defects (28). The conjugated SUMO moieties are
recognized by two types of motifs; SUMO interacting mo-
tif (SIM) and Zn finger (ZZ) motif (29,30). The presence
of tandem SIMs in a protein allows it to specifically bind
poly-SUMOylated proteins (31).

Unlike ubiquitylation, SUMOylation of target proteins
does not serve as a signal for degradation. In fact, it has been
shown to be involved in signaling in a large number of cel-
lular processes, like nuclear transport, gene transcription,
and DNA repair (16,17,29,32–35). Large scale SUMOy-
lation of DNA repair proteins of all repair pathways oc-
curs upon DNA damage (36), in a manner analogous to
but independent of the phosphorylation network by check-
point kinases in the DDR. This is known as DNA damage-
induced SUMOylation (17,29,32–37). The SUMOylation
process is very intriguing in that it includes a very small
number of conjugating enzymes, and that the modified sub-
strates represent a small fraction of the total substrates, yet
the signal is transduced effectively. This was best explained
when the protein group modification nature of the SUMO-
conjugating system in response to a highly specific trigger
was understood (37). The SUMOylation reaction does not
target a specific substrate, but a group of proteins result-
ing in an additive or redundant effect (37). Interestingly, the
SUMO and ubiquitin signals have been shown to occur on
the same lysine residues leading to different outcomes, in-
dicating possible competition between both pathways. The
crosstalk between these pathways was further demonstrated
by the identification of STUbLs, which are E3 ubiquitin
ligases having SIMs and thus target SUMOylated proteins
for ubiquitylation (7,38). STUbLs also have the ability to
conjugate ubiquitin at the growing end of a SUMO chain,
forming SUMO-ubiquitin hybrid chains, which may func-
tion to terminate the growing SUMO chain or to target the
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Figure 1. The SUMOylation process. It involves four steps; (A) Processing of small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) by Ulp1 SUMO protease to expose a
C-terminal di-glycine residue. (B) Activation; Aos1-Uba2 E1 activating enzyme uses the energy of ATP to form a SUMO-adenylyl intermediate followed
by the conjugation of SUMO to a cysteine in E1 and the release of AMP. (C) Conjugation; Ubc9 E2 SUMO conjugating enzyme catalyze the transfer of
SUMO from E1 to the active site cysteine of E2. (D) Ligation; Ubc9 or SUMO E3 ligases catalyzes the transfer of SUMO to the substrate through an
isopeptide bond between a substrate lysine and the C-terminal glycine of SUMO. (E) Multiple rounds; the poly-SUMOylation process involves multiple
rounds of SUMOylation onto one of the lysines on SUMO itself.
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protein for proteasomal degradation as seen with Slx5-Slx8
STUbLs (7,18). The Slx5-Slx8 STUbL complex will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the section on the role of STUbLs
in DSB repair. Proteasomal degradation by the 26S ubiqui-
tin proteasome is highly conserved between species and is
found in all eukaryotes. The 26S proteasome complex is re-
sponsible for degrading ubiquitin marked proteins, typically
those that are poly-ubiquitylated using K48-linkage (3–5).
The AAA ATPase Cdc48 also participates in the ubiqui-
tin pathway as a chaperone protein to disassemble protein
complexes and present the ubiquitylated proteins to the pro-
teasome (39,40). This segregase activity requires Cdc48 to
interact with cofactors, such as Ufd1, Npl4 and Doa1, to
recognize the ubiquitylated substrates, and sometimes in-
volves SUMO modification as well.

DNA DAMAGE REPAIR

As discussed earlier, the genome of the cell is under continu-
ous attack from DNA damaging agents that warrants for a
complex DDR. Proteins involved include DNA repair fac-
tors such as nucleases, helicases, scaffold proteins and sig-
naling factors. Interactions between repair factors need to
be switched on and off in a rapid, reversible and dynamic
manner in response to DNA damage. The conjugation of
ubiquitin or SUMO moieties to repair proteins offers a dy-
namic way for their regulation. An overview of the DNA re-
pair pathways is given in Figure 2, with the SUMOylated re-
pair factors that have been analyzed in some detail marked.
In the coming sections, we will provide a detailed account
of the role of SUMO and STUbLs in the DDR as currently
known. A summary of the effects of SUMOylation of some
of the DNA repair proteins that have been analyzed in some
detail is listed in Table 1.

SUMO IN BASE EXCISION REPAIR (BER)

BER is the primary repair pathway for small, non-helix dis-
torting base lesions. The damaged base is first excised from
the DNA by DNA N-glycosylases creating an abasic or
apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) site. This AP site is recognized
by AP endonucleases, which nick the DNA backbone 5′ to
the lesion creating a 3′-substrate for DNA polymerase (Pol�
or �) to fill, followed by DNA ligase (Cdc9) to seal the nick
(10). For an overview on BER, see Figure 2. Additional in-
formation on BER can be found in several reviews (10,41).

Many proteins of the BER pathway were found to
be SUMOylated upon DNA damage, such as the N-
glycosylases Ogg1, Ntg1, Ntg2 and Mag1, as well as the
AP endonuclease, Apn1 (36,42). Ntg1 and Ntg2 have simi-
lar functions but show different cellular localization (43,44).
Under normal growth conditions as well as oxidative stress,
Ntg1 localizes to both the nucleus and the mitochondria,
while Ntg2 shows exclusive nuclear localization (42–44).
The SUMOylation of the nuclear fraction of Ntg1 on K364
was found to increase 5-fold upon both nuclear and mi-
tochondrial oxidative stress (42). This SUMOylation was
found to be important for the nuclear relocalization of Ntg1
upon oxidative DNA damage, and for full oxidative dam-
age resistance (42). Whether relocalization of SUMO-Ntg1
is due to increased nuclear transport, increased nuclear re-
tention or both, is still unclear. The function of the SUMO

modification of the rest of the BER enzymes also needs to
be studied in greater detail to fully understand the role of
SUMO in BER. Nevertheless, SUMOylation of Ntg1 pro-
vides an example of how SUMOylation affects relocaliza-
tion of a DNA repair protein, and is thus crucial for confer-
ring cellular survival following oxidative stress.

SUMO IN NUCLEOTIDE EXCISION REPAIR (NER)

NER is the primary repair pathway responsible for repair
of bulky DNA lesions that cause distortion of the DNA
helix such as cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers resulting from
UV damage. These lesions are recognized by Rad4-Rad23
and Rad14 repair factors, followed by unwinding of DNA
by TFIIH and Rad3 helicases, together with Mms19 and
RPA. Next is the excision of an oligonucleotide fragment of
about 24–27 nucleotides around the DNA lesion by the ac-
tion of endonucleases, Rad2 and Rad1-Rad10 (10). The le-
sion recognition step divides NER into two pathways: tran-
scription coupled repair (TCR) and global genome repair
(GGR). TCR pathway repairs lesions encountered by RNA
Polymerase II (RNA Pol II) causing it to stall, and thus re-
pairs lesions on the template strand. TCR requires the ad-
ditional function of either Rad26 or the Rpb9 subunit of
RNA Pol II for damage detection. GGR can repair dam-
age on template and non-template strands, and involves the
Rad16-Rad7 complex. For an overview on NER, see Figure
2. Additional information on NER can be found in several
reviews (10,45).

Enzymes of the SUMO pathway have been implicated in
NER as seen with the sensitivity of Δsiz1Δsiz2 double mu-
tants to UV damage (46). Genetic data suggest that Siz1 and
Siz2 act in both the Rad16-dependent GGR and the Rpb9
sub-pathway of TCR, with a minimum role in the Rad26-
branch of TCR (46). Several NER proteins were found to
be SUMOylated upon UV irradiation, such as Rad16, Rad7
and Rad4, as well as NER proteins that are also involved
in other repair pathways, such as Rad1, Rad10, Rpb4 and
Rad3 (16,36). SUMOylation of Rad16 was found not to af-
fect NER (46,47). Rad4 was shown to be SUMOylated by
Siz2 and accumulates in the SUMOylated form when any
of the downstream NER proteins, such as Rad33, Rad1 and
Rad14, are absent (46). This suggests a role for SUMOyla-
tion in the function of Rad4 that remains to be identified.
Rad1, a subunit of the NEF1 complex that includes Rad10
and Rad14, is also SUMOylated upon UV irradiation (47).
Rad1 is SUMOylated on K32 by both Siz1 and Siz2 in a
manner dependent on the upstream processing of the le-
sion by the NER machinery and the loading of Rad1 on the
damaged DNA (47). Slx4 scaffold protein has been shown
to be important for SUMOylation of Rad1 (47), in addition
to its role in activating Rad1 nucleolytic activity after its
recruitment to 3′-flaps (48). SUMOylation of Rad1, how-
ever, did not affect its nucleolytic activity or interactions
with other repair proteins (47). Nonetheless, cells express-
ing non-SUMOylatable Rad1-K32R showed sensitivity to
high doses of camptothecin and UV irradiation, but not to a
single cut induced by HO endonuclease (47). This, together
with the finding that SUMO-Rad1 showed less DNA bind-
ing affinity (49), suggests that SUMOylation of Rad1 fa-
cilitates its dissociation from DNA post-cleavage, allowing
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Table 1. The major SUMOylated proteins involved in DNA repair*

Substrate Position E3 Function

Ntg1 K364 Nuclear localization of Ntg1 upon oxidative damage (42).

Rad4 Siz2 Possibly promotes Rad4 functions as it accumulates in absence of downstream NER pro-
teins (46).

Rad1 K32 Siz1, Siz2 Decreases Rad1 binding, facilitating its dissociation from DNA post-cleavage (47).

PCNA K164 Siz1 (70) Enhances interaction with Rad18 through SIM. Allows the switch to the ubiquitin modi-
fication and activation of damage avoidance pathways (78).
Allows interaction with Srs2, to inhibit the extension of the D-loop thus limiting crossovers
(85), as well as in protecting against Rad59-dependent polyubiquitylation dependent, gene
conversion (86).
Mediates interaction with Elg1 subunit of alternative clamp loader leading to its unloading
from DNA after completion of replication (74,75).

K127 Siz2 (71) Deters PCNA interactions as this modification with PIP box containing proteins, such as
Eco1 and Rfc1, as it occurs at the interdomain connecting loop (77).

Smc5 Mms21 Promotes the function of Smc5/6 complex in resolving X-shaped structures from TS events
(88). Inhibiting recombination and resolving X-shaped structures at rDNA regions (151,
152).

Rad52 K43, K44 and
K253 (or K10,
K11 and K220)
(101)

Siz2 (101) Promotes Rad52 stability (101). Decreases ssDNA and dsDNA binding affinity and strand
annealing activity (102). Enhances interaction with Rad51 (103). Inhibits unproductive
and toxic Rad51 filaments and surpasses the need for Srs2 (104), possibly through recruit-
ing Cdc48-Ufd1 segregase which dislodges Rad51-Rad52 from DNA preventing unneces-
sary recombination (103). Relocalizes Rad52 out of nucleolus (152). Under non-damaging
conditions, favors direct repeat intrachromosomal recombination (101), and SSA (102).
Under MMS-induced damage SUMO-Rad52 is required for interchromosomal recombi-
nation (100). SUMO-Rad52 is an in vitro substrate for STUbL Slx5-Slx8 complex (105).

Srs2 K1081, K1089 and
K1142

Siz1, Siz2 Important for the interaction with Rad51 through Rad51 C-terminal SIMs. SUMO-Srs2
increases recombination at rDNA regions (34).

Sae2 K97 Siz1, Siz2 Facilitates Sae2 processing of complex DSBs and increase its solubility (113).

Mre11-Rad50-
Xrs2
(MRX)

Enhances its resection activity and directs repair to HR (113). Mre11 SUMOylation en-
hances SUMOylation of downstream HR proteins (36).

Yku70 K588, K591,
K592, K596 and
K597

Enhances DNA binding (114). Promotes anchoring of telomeres to nuclear envelope (114).

Lif1 K301 Siz1, Siz2 Decreases ssDNA binding and self-association. Inhibits NHEJ at persistent DSBs (115).

Top2 Siz1, Siz2 Localizes at the rDNA loci (150).

Smc1, Smc3
(Cohesin) Smc2
(Condensin)

Mms21 Binding to 5S rDNA region (150).

Cdc13 K909 Siz1, Siz2 Inhibits telomerase mediated lengthening and mediates interaction with Stn1 (165).

Rap1 K240 and K246 Decreases NHEJ inhibition activity of Rap1. Targets it for ubiquitin mediated degradation
by STUbL Uls1 (173).

Sgs1 K621 Siz1, Siz2 Promotes alternative lengthening of telomeres in telomerase-deficient cells by promoting
telomere-telomere recombination (174).

Flp1 K375 Siz1, Siz2 Limits the Flp1-dependent DNA damage on the 2 �m plasmid and the HR-dependent re-
pair that results in hyperamplification of the 2 �m plasmid and eventually clonal lethality.
The SUMO modification possibly targets Flp1 for Slx5-Slx8- dependent ubiquitylation
and proteasomal degradation (106, 179).

Rep1 K305, K315 and
K328

Allows proper association with STB locus in the 2 �m plasmid (184), thus the efficient
partitioning of the plasmid in daughter cells.
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Figure 2. SUMO involvement in DNA repair pathways. (A) Base excision repair (BER); several DNA N-glycosylases were shown to be SUMOylated
upon DNA damage, such as Ogg1, Ntg1, Ntg2 and Mag1, as well as the AP endonuclease, Apn1. (B) Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER); several NER
proteins were found to be SUMOylated upon UV irradiation, such as Rad16, Rad7 and Rad4, as well as NER proteins that are also involved in other repair
pathways, such as Rad1, Rad10, Rpb4 and Rad3. (C) Post-replication repair (PRR), in case a lesion is encountered by the DNA replication machinery, it
can be bypassed by one of two sub-pathways, translesion synthesis (TLS) and template switching (TS). SUMO-PCNA acts as a prerequisite for template
switching. Proteins involved in the resolution of sister chromatid junctions (SCJs), an intermediate in, T.S., were also shown to be SUMOylated, such as
Smc5 and Sgs1. (D) DSB repair (DSB repair), proteins of the homologous recombination (HR) sub-pathway have been shown to be SUMOylated upon
damage, such as RPA subunits, Rfa1 and Rfa2, MRX complex, Rad52, Rad59, Srs2, Sae2. This is in addition to non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)
proteins, Yku70-Yku80 and Lif1. Table 1 lists the effects of the SUMOylation of the repair factors that were analyzed in some detail.

Table 1. Continued

Substrate Position E3 Function

Rep2 Several sites which
may include: K42,
K44, K92, K124,
K130, K134,
K146, K148,
K149, K177,
K208, K226 or
K227.

Allows proper association with STB locus in the 2�m plasmid (184), thus the efficient
partitioning of the plasmid in daughter cells.

*The list is not comprehensive and only presents examples where individual modifications have been analyzed in some detail.

Rad1 to handle the large amount of lesions that occur at
high doses of camptothecin and UV (47). It would be inter-
esting to understand how SUMOylation affects the DNA
binding affinity of Rad1 and whether it is perhaps by induc-
ing a conformational change in its DNA binding domain.

Complex DNA lesions such as DNA–protein crosslinks
(DPCs) and protein–protein adducts can be produced en-
zymatically as an intermediate step in some DNA processes
such as topoisomerase–DNA intermediate complexes, and
non-enzymatically by some kinds of DNA damaging agents
such as formaldehyde (50). Small DPCs can be resolved
and repaired by NER, e.g. camptothecin-stalled Top1 DNA

cleavage complexes that are resolved by tyrosyl–DNA phos-
phodiesterase I (Tdp1) (51). In the absence of Tdp1 or in
the case of larger DPCs, the SUMO system is involved.
The dual acting SUMO-ligase–protease, Wss1, has been
recently implicated in the resolution of DPCs. Wss1 was
originally identified as a metalloprotease from the family
of minigluzicins (52). Its protease activity, however, was
found to be latent and only activated upon DNA damage,
and upon the binding and oligomerization of Wss1 on ss-
DNA lesions (53). Under normal conditions and when first
recruited to DNA damage, Wss1 catalyzes the formation
of poly-SUMO chains and is thus considered a SUMO-
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ligase (53). Polymeric SUMO possibly leads to further re-
cruitment of Wss1 at damaged sites, its oligomerization and
the activation of its proteolytic activities (53). At sites of
damage, Wss1 was found to form a ternary complex with
Cdc48/Doa1 and acts to proteolytically cleave and disas-
semble proteins from the damaged sites, to target them to
the vacuole for processing (50,53). This process is thought
to reduce the size of the DNA–protein adduct, so that they
can be processed by the NER machinery. Whether this pro-
cess involves any ubiquitin modification which Cdc48 nor-
mally targets, or whether Cdc48 cofactors Ufd1/Npl4 are
involved in the subsequent steps are still unclear. However,
this provides an additional involvement for SUMO in DNA
repair, through the processing of complex DNA structures
and targeting them for vacuolar autophagy.

SUMO IN POST-REPLICATION REPAIR (PRR)

PRR is the pathway that allows the bypass of a DNA lesion
when encountered by the replication machinery. It involves
two sub-pathways: the error-prone translesion synthesis
(TLS) and the error-free template switching (TS). PRR pri-
marily involves proteins of the Rad6 epistasis group, nearly
half of which are ubiquitin conjugating enzymes (E2s) and
ubiquitin ligases (E3s) (54,55). The PRR pathway is mostly
regulated by ubiquitin and SUMO modifications on the
sliding clamp of the replicative machinery; proliferating cell
nuclear antigen (PCNA) or Pol30. PCNA not only inter-
acts with DNA polymerase as part of the replisome, but
also interacts with proteins involved in the downstream pro-
cessing of the newly synthesized DNA, such as nucleosome
assembly and sister chromatid cohesion, as well as with
DNA repair proteins at stalled replication forks. These in-
teractions are mediated through direct interaction with hy-
drophobic regions in the PCNA through PIP/PIM (PCNA-
interacting protein/motif) box or after PCNA modifica-
tion with ubiquitin and SUMO. PCNA has 18 lysines that
can be modified, however, the most frequently ubiquitylated
and SUMOylated site is K164 [(56) and Figure 3]. For an
overview on PRR, see Figure 2. Additional information on
PRR can be found in several reviews (57–59).

Stalled replication forks accumulate RPA-bound ssDNA
which recruits Rad18 (E3 ubiquitin ligase), and together
with Rad6 (E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme), they mono-
ubiquitylate PCNA on K164 activating the TLS sub-
pathway. This signals the recruitment of TLS polymerases
such as Rev1, Pol� and Pol� , which can incorporate nu-
cleotides correctly or incorrectly opposite the damaged
one (60–63). Further ubiquitylation of PCNA by Ubc13-
Mms2/Rad5 (E2/E3) enzymes (17,60) activates the error-
free sub-pathway, T.S., which involves the use of the newly
replicated sister chromatid as a template to accurately copy
past the lesion. TS is proposed to occur through two mecha-
nisms, either fork reversal creating a chicken foot like struc-
ture (64,65), or through recombinational invasion of the sis-
ter chromatid involving proteins of the homologous recom-
bination (HR) pathway (66,67). The accumulation of sister
chromatid junctions (SCJs) in cells impaired for their res-
olution, supports a recombinational mode of TS (17,33).
HR also operates as a salvage pathway in PRR (67,68). Al-
though, this pathway was termed post-replication repair,

Figure 3. SUMO as a regulator of PCNA ubiquitylation and repair path-
way choice. (1) SUMOylation on K164 by Siz1 or K127 by Siz2 mediates
interaction with Rad18 through Rad18 SIM, thus switching to the ubiq-
uitin modification upon DNA damage. (2) SUMOylation of PCNA also
serves to recruit Srs2, leading to inhibition of Pol�/� limiting D-loop ex-
tension and crossovers. (3) SUMOylation of PCNA also facilitates its in-
teraction with Elg1 alternative clamp loader, to unload PCNA from DNA
upon completion of DNA synthesis. (4) K63 linked poly-ubiquitylation
on K164 is mediated by Mms2-Ubc13/Rad5 and requires the prior mono-
ubiquitylation by Rad6/Rad18. It results in template switching through
either fork regression or SCJs. (5) Ubiquitylation of K164 of PCNA is me-
diated by Rad6/Rad18 and leads to translesion synthesis by recruiting TLS
polymerases to the damage site.

the belief was that it happens coupled to the replication
fork. Several recent studies, however, have shown that PRR
mostly occurs after bulk replication has occurred, in late
S/G2 phase (69). Both modes of PRR are considered DNA
damage tolerance or damage avoidance pathways, which al-
lows the replication machinery to bypass the damage and
the lesion to be repaired at a later time (67). The choice and
regulation of the pathways involved are currently being ex-
tensively studied and have been shown to be at least partly
regulated by SUMOylation of PCNA. Figure 3 shows the
modifications of PCNA and their effects on the choice of
PRR sub-pathway.

SUMOylation of PCNA occurs constitutively in the S-
phase typically at K164 by Siz1 (70), and less efficiently at
K127 by Siz2 (71). Despite possible competition between
the ubiquitin and SUMO modifications on K164, it has
been shown that SUMOylation of PCNA does not affect
ubiquitylation levels (72), supposedly because both modifi-
cations can occur on different subunits of the same PCNA
homotrimer (17,73). SUMOylation of PCNA particularly
on K164 occurs when it is loaded onto the DNA (71), and
enhances its interaction with the alternative clamp loader
Elg1, facilitating its unloading from DNA after the com-
pletion of DNA synthesis and ligation (74,75). Consistent
with this, SUMOylation of PCNA was increased in cdc9-
1 mutants that harbor un-ligated Okazaki fragments, likely
reflecting the retention of PCNA on the DNA (76). Elg1 de-
pendent unloading of SUMO-PCNA may also serve to re-
move the SUMO-PCNA signal when recombination is re-
quired (74). PCNA SUMOylation on K127, on the other
hand, deters PCNA interactions with PIP/PIM box con-
taining proteins, like Eco1 and Rfc1, as this modification
occurs at the interdomain-connecting loop of PCNA (77).

SUMOylation of PCNA has been shown to play a role
in the maintenance of genome stability through at least two
mechanisms (Figure 3). First, SUMO-PCNA directly facil-
itates its interaction with Rad18-SIM, which shows partic-
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ular preference for SUMOylated PCNA (78) and thus pro-
motes the switch to the damage-induced ubiquitin modifi-
cation (33,79). The existence of SIM on the Rad18 ubiq-
uitin ligase enhancing its substrate targeting depicts Rad18
as a STUbL (80). Second, SUMOylated PCNA allows its
interaction with the SIM of the anti-recombinase helicase
Srs2, which is known for its activity in dislodging unpro-
ductive Rad51 nucleofilaments keeping HR in check and in
promoting poly-ubiquitin dependent PRR, both of which
rely on its helicase activity (81–83). Despite the presump-
tion that SUMO-PCNA recruits Srs2 to primarily dislodge
Rad51 nucleofilaments at stalled forks, this Srs2 activity was
shown not to depend on its interaction with SUMO-PCNA,
as it was maintained in a Srs2 mutant that is unable to inter-
act with SUMO-PCNA (84). In fact, Srs2 when complexed
with SUMO-PCNA decreases the Srs2 that is available for
dismantling Rad51 filaments (85), as well as precludes the
SUMO modification of Srs2 itself (49), which is impor-
tant for interacting with Rad51 (34). The genomic insta-
bility and increase in gene conversion rates observed when
SUMO-PCNA Srs2 interaction is inhibited may actually
occur due to the loss of another function they play, which is
the blocking of Pol�/� mediated extension of the recombi-
nation intermediates generated during the repair of stalled
forks (85). Crossovers are associated with the formation
of long D-loops and therefore limiting D-loop extension
restricts gene conversion events at stalled forks. A recent
study, in fact, showed that SUMO-PCNA protects against
Rad59-dependent gene conversion events that are medi-
ated by Mms2-Ubc13/Rad5-dependent polyubiquitylation
of PCNA, thus directly implicating SUMO-PCNA as a reg-
ulator of the downstream template switching events (86).
Two Srs2 activities may contribute to the control of gene
conversion, the helicase activity that promotes branch mi-
gration and synthesis dependent strand annealing (SDSA),
and the inhibition of DNA repair synthesis when com-
plexed with SUMO-PCNA. The inhibition of DNA repair
synthesis resulting from the interaction between Srs2 and
SUMO-PCNA underlies the sensitivity of Δrad18 mutants
to, U.V., as the alternative pathways required for survival in
these cells are inhibited. This also explains the partial rescue
of Δrad18 mutants when Srs2 SUMO-PCNA interaction is
inhibited (49,85). Altogether, SUMOylation of PCNA al-
lows the switch to the ubiquitin modification upon DNA
damage to commit the repair to the damage avoidance path-
ways, as well as regulate the poly-ubiquitylation mediated
template switching events of PRR through limiting D-loop
extension and cross overs.

The accumulation of SCJs in SUMO deficient mutants
shows the importance of SUMO in resolving them. Mms21
SUMO ligase, which is part of the Smc5/6 complex, has
been shown to be important in resolving Rad18-dependent
SCJs, as well as HR-mediated SCJs that may operate as a
salvage pathway in PRR. Smc5/6 is one of the structural
maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) complexes that in-
clude cohesin (Smc1/3) and condensin (Smc2/4), that are
responsible for sister chromatid cohesion and chromosome
condensation, respectively (87). The Smc5/6 complex has
been shown to play a role in resolving DNA-mediated link-
ages and has been proposed to be named ‘resolvin’ (87).
Δsgs1, Δtop3 and mms21-11 single mutants accumulate

Rad18-dependent X-shaped structures, indicating the im-
portance of the Smc5/6 complex in the resolution of re-
combination intermediates (33). These results suggest that
in a strain having functional SUMOylation activity, Rad18-
PRR is the predominant error-free damage avoidance path-
way, and that Mms21-dependent SUMOylation contributes
to the resolution of SCJs formed during template switching.
Among the Mms21 SUMOylation substrates that may con-
tribute to SCJ accumulation are Smc5 and Sgs1 (33,88,89).
The Smc5/6 complex is also responsible for SUMOylating
components of the replisome, such as Mcm2 and the Pol2
subunit of Pol� (90), and this SUMOylation is important
for replication fork progression in the presence of DNA-
damaging agents.

SUMO IN DOUBLE STRAND BREAK (DSB) REPAIR

DSBs, in which both strands of the DNA are broken, can
be repaired by two main pathways. The first is simple re-
ligation of the broken ends through non-homologous end
joining (NHEJ), which occurs throughout the cell cycle.
NHEJ can be error-prone, as loss of nucleotides around the
break can lead to mutagenesis. Lesion recognition during
NHEJ depends on the MRX (Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2) complex
and the Yku70-Yku80 heterodimer. The Yku70-Yku80
complex binds the broken ends and mediates their ligation
by the DNA Ligase IV complex (Dnl4-Lif1-Nej1) (91). The
second pathway to repair DSBs is HR, which involves the
use of the sister chromatid as a template to copy past the
break. HR can only occur after DNA is replicated during
S phase, after the sister chromatid becomes available. HR
involves the concerted action of various repair factors. The
MRX complex first binds to the broken ends, and together
with Sae2 remove aberrant DNA end structures, and resect
50–100 nucleotides at the 5′-end forming a 3′-overhang (92).
Further resection is achieved by the action of two nucle-
ases, the Exo1 exonuclease and the Dna2 5′-flap endonu-
clease, which partners with the Sgs1-Top3-Rmi3 helicase-
topoisomerase complex. This creates long 3′-ssDNA tails
on which the ssDNA binding protein RPA binds. RPA is
then displaced by Rad51, forming a nucleoprotein filament
that together with Rad52, invade the sister chromatid form-
ing a D-loop in search for homologous regions. Once found,
Rad51 dissociates from the synaptic region and DNA poly-
merases Pol� or Pol� extend at the 3′-end of the invad-
ing strand (93). The second end of the DSB can be cap-
tured to form double Holliday junctions, where their res-
olution could result in crossovers or non-crossovers. He-
licases such as Sgs1, Mph1 and Srs2 promote strand dis-
placement through a sub-pathway called SDSA, which is
preferred during mitosis and results in non-crossovers. If
the second end of the DSB is lost, break-induced replication
(BIR) can occur, where the D-loop turns into a replication
fork copying the entire chromosome arm, as seen in alterna-
tive lengthening of critically short telomeres in telomerase-
deficient cells (93). DSBs between repeats can be repaired
by single strand annealing (SSA), where DNA end resection
reveals homologous regions on the same strand. These ho-
mologous regions anneal to each other through the action
of Rad52 and Rad59, resulting in the loss of the middle re-
gion. SSA and some types of BIR are Rad51-independent
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and Rad59-dependent (93). For an overview on DSB repair,
see Figure 2. Additional information on DSB repair can be
found in several reviews (10,93–95).

As discussed earlier, large-scale SUMOylation of DNA
repair proteins occurs in response to DNA damage as part
of the DDR (36,37). This is evident following DSBs, where
the proteins involved in DSB processing and subsequent
repair are highly SUMOylated in response to damaging
agents, and SUMO-deficient strains exhibit high sensitivity
to DSB inducing agents (36,37). The SUMOylation wave in-
volves proteins of both NHEJ and HR pathways of DSB re-
pair and is catalyzed by Siz2 in response to ssDNA exposure
by Exo1 nuclease and Sgs1 helicase at DSBs (37). The inter-
actions necessary to concentrate Siz2 at DSBs are not fully
understood. The SAP (SAF-A/B, Acinus and PIAS) do-
main of Siz2 is composed of a core (cSAP) and an �-helical
(eSAP) region, and is essential for protein and DNA bind-
ing (96,97). The cSAP domain of Siz2 was initially identi-
fied as the one responsible for general DNA binding, and
the C-terminal SIM domain responsible for the interaction
with SUMOylated Mre11, which is mediated by Ubc9 at
MMS-induced DSBs, both allowing the recruitment of Siz2
to DSB sites (37). The dependence of the SUMOylation of
many HR proteins on Mre11 was shown by the pronounced
decrease in their SUMOylation in Δmre11 mutants (37).
Recently, however, it was shown that the eSAP domain is re-
sponsible for Siz2 interaction with RPA, recruiting Siz2 to
DSBs, similar to how the inducer of the checkpoint phos-
phorylation wave Mec1 kinase is recruited to DSBs (98,99).
The SUMOylation wave has been shown to enhance inter-
actions between the repair proteins through the multiple
SIMs that they harbor, to presumably facilitate the assem-
bly of repair foci (37). Almost all HR proteins are SUMOy-
lated in response to DSB damage, including the RPA sub-
units Rfa1 and Rfa2, subunits of the MRX complex, Rad50
and Xrs2, Rad52, Rad59, Srs2 and Sae2 (36,37). The known
effects of the modification of these proteins are listed in Ta-
ble 1. The best studied examples are Rad52 and Srs2, and
will be discussed with more detail below.

The MMS-induced SUMOylation of Rad52 was found
to primarily occur when cells are entering the S-phase,
but not when blocked in the G1 or G2 phases (100). The
SUMOylation of Rad52 depends on the MRX complex
(37,101), and is stimulated by Rad52 binding to ssDNA,
whether or not RPA-bound (102). SUMO-Rad52 shows
less ssDNA and dsDNA binding affinity and less strand an-
nealing activity than unmodified Rad52 (102). SUMOyla-
tion of Rad52 results in both pro- and anti-recombinational
effects. The pro-recombinational effects of SUMO-Rad52
are shown by the reduction of interchromosomal recom-
bination to approximately half in cells expressing non-
SUMOylatable Rad52 (Rad52-3KR) upon MMS-induced
DNA damage, but not upon a single HO-induced cut (100).
While it remains plausible that the tested mutant has some
impaired activity that is required upon damage, the pro-
recombinational effects can be attributed to the possibil-
ity that Rad52 SUMOylation facilitates its interaction with
Rad51 C-terminal SIM (103) in order to facilitate the load-
ing of Rad51 onto ssDNA. Under non-damaging condi-
tions, SUMO-Rad52 seems to affect repair choice, favor-
ing direct repeat intrachromosomal recombination (101)

and SSA (102). However, since the SUMO signal is pri-
marily induced upon DNA damage, it is possible that the
observed effects do not reflect an actual preference, but
rather an assay-biased effect. On the other hand, SUMO-
Rad52 helps prevent superfluous recombination possibly
through recruitment of Cdc48-Ufd1 segregase, which har-
bors SIMs, to remove improperly loaded Rad51-Rad52
from DNA (103, 104). SUMO-Rad52 was proven to be an
in vitro substrate for the STUbL complex Slx5-Slx8, which
polyubiquitylates SUMOylated substrates and targets them
for degradation (105). This has also been demonstrated in
vivo through the accumulation of flourescent Rad52 foci at
the nucleolus (106), as well as increased ChIP enrichment
of Rad52 at CAG-130 repeats (107), in Δslx5 and Δslx8
mutants (Figure 4B). Additionally, rad52-3KR, Δslx5 and
Δslx8 single mutants exhibit expansions and contractions
at CAG repeats (107) and nucleolar regions (106), typical
of hyper-recombination at these regions in the absence of
the SUMO regulatory signal (107). At the cellular level,
however, neither Δslx5 nor Δslx8 mutants displayed slower
degradation or accumulation of SUMO-Rad52 (106). In
fact, less SUMOylated Rad52 and several other HR pro-
teins were observed in Δslx8 and Δslx5 mutants upon
MMS-induced DNA damage (106). The contradictory re-
sults on the accumulation of Rad52 in Δslx5 and Δslx8
mutants may be explained by the defined localization of
the SUMO signal that may not be reflected on the cellu-
lar level of the protein. All in all, SUMOylation of Rad52
appears to occur after its binding to ssDNA, to facilitate its
interaction with Rad51. SUMO-Rad52 decreases its DNA
binding and recruits Cdc48 complex, both may allow the
dissociation of Rad52-Rad51 complex as a means for recy-
cling to handle the large amount of damage, or inhibit un-
needed recombination particularly when cells are entering
the S phase and the sister chromatid is not available. Under
non-damaging conditions, particularly in the nucleolus and
at CAG-repeats, SUMO-Rad52 primarily works to recruit
Cdc48 segregase and to target Rad52 for Slx5-Slx8 medi-
ated proteasomal degradation, thus inhibiting unnecessary
recombination.

Another interesting protein that gets SUMOylated is
the Srs2 helicase. Srs2 has helicase and translocase ac-
tivities and has been shown to possess both anti- and
pro-recombinational roles in vivo. The multiple roles of
Srs2 in DNA repair entail proper regulation of its func-
tion. Srs2 possesses a SIM and a PCNA interacting mo-
tif (PIM or PIP). The anti-recombinational role of Srs2 is
mediated by both its SIM and PIM, as it is recruited to
stalled replication forks by SUMO-PCNA to inhibit D-
loop extension limiting crossovers. In addition, Srs2 dis-
mantles Rad51-nucleofilaments through its translocase ac-
tivity, inhibiting unwarranted HR (70,83,108,109). The pro-
recombinational role of Srs2 depends on its helicase activ-
ity, where it promotes SDSA, which involves branch migra-
tion and non-crossover products (110). Srs2 also promotes
Rad51-dependent and -independent recombination, partic-
ularly when phosphorylated by Cdk1 (Cdc28) (49,111,112).
SUMOylation of Srs2 is mostly dependent on Ubc9 with-
out the need for Siz1 or Siz2. The interaction between
Srs2 and SUMO-charged Ubc9 is mediated by Srs2-SIM,
thus SUMO-PCNA-Srs2 interaction inhibits SUMOyla-
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Figure 4. Role of SUMO and STUbLs in nuclear sub-compartmentalization of DNA damage. (A) Persistent DSBs are translocated to the nuclear envelope
in S/G2 phase, depending on mono-SUMOylation by Mms21 subunit of Smc5/6 complex, recruitment of SUMO-H2AZ, Rad51 and telomere proteins
Cdc13 and Yku70-Yku80. This results in inhibition of recombination and possibly de novo telomere addition. Translocation to nuclear pores can occur in
G1 phase depending on poly-SUMOylation requiring the sequential activity of Mms21 and Siz2. (B) Difficult to replicate repeat regions are translocated to
the nuclear pores. The localization of Slx5-Slx8 at nuclear pores allows the ubiquitin dependent degradation of SUMOylated Rad52, thus serving to inhibit
recombination at these stalled replication forks. (C) Telomere anchoring at the nuclear envelope inhibits recombination and requires the SUMOylation of
the telomere associated proteins Cdc13, Yku70-Yku80 and the Sir complex. Smc5/6 complex is also required for telomere clustering. The SUMOylation
of Sgs1 in telomerase-deficient cells translocates the telomeres to the nuclear pores, where alternative lengthening of telomeres by recombination can occur.
(D) The highly repeat rich rDNA is located in the nucleolus sub-compartment. SUMOylation of Rad52 is required for its exclusion from the nucleolus,
which is essential for inhibiting recombination at these regions. A DSB induced at rDNA requires its translocation outside of the nuclear sub-compartment
to be repaired by the nuclear Rad52 pool.
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tion of Srs2 by outcompeting Ubc9 (49). Cells expressing
non-SUMOylatable Srs2 (srs2-3KR mutants) do not show
altered intrachromosomal or interhomolog recombination
rates but show increased recombination at rDNA regions
(34). The SIM domain of Srs2 is important for mediat-
ing the pro-recombinational role of Srs2 and thus depends
on the PCNA-unbound pool of Srs2 (49). The SUMOy-
lation and SIM of Srs2 mediate its interaction with other
HR proteins such as Rad51, Rad52, Mre11 and to a lesser
extent Rad59 (34). Both the SIMs of Srs2 and Mre11 are
important for their interaction, while in the case of the in-
teraction with Rad52, only the SIM of Srs2 is essential
(34). Rad51-Srs2 interaction depends on both SUMOyla-
tion and SIM of Srs2 as well as on the two SIMs at the
C-terminus of Rad51 (34). All of these interactions are en-
hanced in srs2ΔPIM strains, indicating the competition be-
tween PCNA and HR proteins in binding Srs2 and thus
regulating its recombinational role (34). In summary, PIM
and SIM of Srs2 promote its anti-recombination activ-
ity by recruiting it to stalled replication forks by SUMO-
PCNA. Whereas, in the absence of SUMO-PCNA inter-
action, SUMO and SIM of Srs2 mediate its interaction
with HR proteins to promote recombination. These find-
ings show how SUMOylation coordinates the pro- and anti-
recombination activities of Srs2 and how it can modulate
sometimes opposing functions of a protein.

Sarangi et al. recently studied the effect of SUMOylation
of Sae2 nuclease and the MRX complex (113). They showed
that SUMOylation of Sae2 requires both Siz1 and Siz2 and
occurs on K97 (113). SUMOylation of Sae2 was found to
facilitate the processing of complex DSBs such as hairpin-
ends and those bound with Top1 following camptothecin
treatment. SUMOylation of Sae2 was also found to increase
its solubility, similar to its phosphorylation by Mec1 upon
entering S phase in the presence of damage (113). SUMOy-
lation of the MRX complex was also found to enhance the
resection activities and direct the repair to HR (113). Collec-
tively, the effects of SUMOylation of HR proteins indicate
a role for SUMO in regulating HR repair upon DSBs.

NHEJ proteins, such as the Yku70, Yku80 and Lif1 (part
of the DNA IV ligase complex), have also been shown to
get SUMOylated upon DSB induced damage. Yku70 gets
SUMOylated upon DNA damage induction through treat-
ment with zeocin or other replication blocking agents, and
requires prior binding to DNA and interaction with Yku80
(114). SUMOylation of Yku70 has been shown to stimu-
late NHEJ through enhancing its DNA binding (114) and
to also affect its role in telomere maintenance, which will
be discussed further in the coming sections. Lif1, another
SUMOylated NHEJ protein, was shown to be SUMOy-
lated at K301 at a basal level and induced upon DNA
damage in a non-cell-cycle dependent manner (115). Unlike
Rad52, binding of Lif1 to ssDNA inhibits its SUMOylation
(115). Lif1 SUMOylation decreases its ssDNA binding ac-
tivity and its self-association without affecting its interac-
tion with Nej1, Xrs2 or Dnl4 (115). SUMOylation of Lif1
was shown to result in inhibition of NHEJ particularly at
persistant DSBs (115).

SUMO-TARGETED UBIQUITIN LIGASES (STUBLS) IN
DSB REPAIR AND PERINUCLEAR LOCALIZATION

The ubiquitin and SUMO pathways converge to regulate
DSB repair as seen in the involvement of the STUbLs
Slx5-Slx8 in recombinational repair. Slx5 and Slx8 were
initially identified in screens for genes required for viabil-
ity in sgs1 null mutants and displayed synthetic lethality
(gene x), highlighting their role in recombinational repair
(116). Slx5-Slx8 is a heterodimeric complex, which con-
sists of the Slx8 RING finger E3 ligase that interacts with
Ubc4 E2 enzyme and catalyzes the conjugation of ubiquitin
to substrates. Slx5 harbors multiple SIMs, and was shown
to be specifically targeted to poly-SUMOylated substrates
to mediate their ubiquitylation and subsequent degrada-
tion (105,117,118). On account of this, a general hyper-
poly-SUMOylation is observed in Δslx5 and Δslx8 mu-
tants (18). The involvement of Slx5-Slx8 in DNA repair
was further demonstrated by an increase in gross chromo-
somal rearrangements in Δslx5 and Δslx8 mutants (119).
The involvement of the Slx5-Slx8 complex in the SUMO
pathway was highlighted by the growth defects associated
with hyperamplification of the 2 �m circle in Δslx5 and
Δslx8 mutants that is typical of SUMO pathway mutants
(117,120). These growth defects are dependent on proteins
of the Rad51-independent recombinational repair (120).
The role of SUMO in maintaining the 2 �m circle levels
will be discussed later.

Slx5 and Slx8 have been shown to localize to nuclear
pores (121), rDNA regions (106) and replication forks as
indicated by the co-localization with PCNA (106). As previ-
ously discussed, Slx5-Slx8 seem to play an inhibitory role in
recombination partly through SUMO-Rad52 degradation,
particularly at nucleolar and repeat regions (106). An in-
crease in mutation rates was observed in Δslx5 and Δslx8
mutants, as well as higher levels of Rad51-dependent and
-independent recombination (106,119). This is in addition
to increased Ddc2 and Rad52 foci and higher levels of
Rad53 phosphorylation indicative of checkpoint activation
in Δslx5 and Δslx8 mutants (106,119). Recently, the Slx5-
Slx8 complex has been shown to play a role in repressing
spontaneous and HU-induced Sgs1 foci, thus inhibiting un-
necessary recombination (122). While the overall protein
levels were shown to be unaffected (122), Slx5-Slx8 may
function to target the neighboring pool of Sgs1 to proteaso-
mal degradation, not affecting the overall levels. To answer
this, the SUMOylation of Sgs1 in relation to spontaneous or
HU-induced replication stalls in the absence of Slx5-Slx8,
needs to be tested. Altogether, these findings suggest that
the Slx5-Slx8 complex inhibits HR during replication and
at repeat rich regions presumably through ubiquitylation
and subsequent degradation of multiple SUMOylated fac-
tors that normally promote HR, thus keeping unnecessary
HR in check.

A recently identified intriguing SUMO-related phe-
nomenon is the relocalization of recalcitrant DSBs to the
nuclear periphery (123,124), in a manner similar to telom-
ere and rDNA nuclear membrane anchoring and the relo-
calization of actively transcribed genes to the nuclear pores
[(125–128), Figure 4A]. Links between the SUMO path-
way and the nuclear organization have long been suggested
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by the localization of the Ulp1 protease and the Slx5-Slx8
STUbL complex at the nuclear pores (126,129,130). Ulp1
localization at nuclear pores is mediated through interac-
tion with the inner pore basket proteins Mlp1 and Mlp2,
and is crucial for nuclear transport and genome stability
(129). Slowly repaired DSBs are tethered to the inner nu-
clear envelope and this has been shown to inhibit ectopic
recombination, thus preventing gross chromosomal rear-
rangements resulting from collapsed forks or unrepaired
DSBs (123,124). This involves the recruitment of compo-
nents of the telomerase machinery like Cdc13, Est1, Est2
and Yku70-Yku80 to DSBs to mediate the interaction with
the Mps3 envelope protein (123,124). Recruitment to the
nuclear periphery and interaction with the telomerase ma-
chinery can, but not necessarily will, result in de novo telom-
ere addition during cell adaptation with unrepaired DSBs
(131). The relocalization to the nuclear periphery has been
suggested to involve the histone variant H2A.Z (Htz1),
where it gets deposited around DSB sites early after DSB
induction and subsequently SUMOylated (132). SUMO-
H2A.Z, Rad51 and checkpoint activation were all shown
to be important factors for the localization of DSBs to nu-
clear periphery [(132), Figure 4A]. However, since H2A.Z
is important for Mps3 localization at the nuclear envelope
(133), further studies are warranted to understand whether
the defect in DSB relocation in Δhtz1 mutants is in fact due
to impaired nuclear envelope proteins assembly. Other re-
ports have shown association of persistant DSBs to nuclear
pores in a manner dependent on Slx5-Slx8, the nuclear pore
Nup84 complex and Mec1/Tel1 kinases (121). To reconcile
the interaction of unrepaired DSBs with both the nuclear
envelope and the nuclear pore, some suggested a sequen-
tial shuttling from the nuclear envelope to the nuclear pores
(134), reminiscent of the alternative lengthening of telom-
eres that occurs in telomerase-deficient cells (in PML bod-
ies in human cells), which involves proteins of the Rad51-
independent recombination repair pathway [(107,135), Fig-
ure 4A].

Horigome et al. recently clarified that the choice of the as-
sociation of persistent DSBs with either the nuclear pore or
the nuclear envelope at least partly depends on the cell cycle
stage and the extent of SUMOylation (136). They demon-
strated that in S/G2 phase, mono-SUMOylation mediated
by the Smc5/6-Mms21 complex results in association with
the Mps3 nuclear envelope protein and inhibition of re-
combinational repair [(136), Figure 4A]. In the G1 phase,
however, DSBs are directed to the nuclear pores through
poly-SUMOylation mediated by the sequential activities of
Mms21 and Siz2, leading to the recruitment of Slx5-Slx8 to
the sites of damage to direct DSBs to nuclear pores [(136),
Figure 4A]. The Slx5-Slx8 mediated relocation of DSBs
to nuclear pores was shown to not entirely depend on the
ubiquitin ligase activity of Slx8, but rather on the interac-
tion of Slx5 with poly-SUMO chains, the Nse5 subunit of
the Smc5/6 complex, and with the nuclear pore complex,
Nup84 (136). At the pores, Slx5-Slx8 appears to ubiquity-
late targets at the DSB site, mediating nuclear pore asso-
ciation that favors ectopic BIR and imprecise end joining
(136). Intriguingly, the nucleoplasmic domain of Mps3 is re-
quired for the genome instability observed in Δslx5 strains
(123), suggesting a loss of balance in the regulation of re-

combination between nuclear pores and envelope. In all
cases, SUMO and its chain length play a major importance
in the perinuclear localization of DSBs.

Collapsed replication forks at trinucleotide repeats, on
the other hand, have been shown to interact only with nu-
clear pore proteins such as Nup84, but not with Mps3
[(107), Figure 4B]. At these difficult to replicate regions,
Slx5-Slx8 association with Nup84 serves to target Rad52
for degradation, preventing contractions and expansions re-
sulting from recombinational repair at these regions (107).
Together, these results indicate a role for SUMOylation in
DNA damage adaptation and repair pathway choice. It also
indicates a role for Slx5-Slx8 at nuclear pores to inhibit de
novo telomere addition, and depending on the type and re-
gion of damage, either mediate Rad51-independent recom-
bination to enable cell adaptation or inhibit Rad52 recom-
binational events allowing the maintenance of genome sta-
bility (107,124).

Two putative STUbLs, Uls1 and Irc20, belonging to the
Swi2/Snf2 family of ATPases, were also shown to be in-
volved in DNA repair (137–139). Uls1 was originally iden-
tified to play a role in antagonizing silencing during mating
type switching (140). Uls1 harbors a Snf2 helicase domain
and an ubiquitin ligase RING finger domain that allows
it to interact with the ubiquitin conjugating enzyme Ubc4
(118). Uls1 also possesses multiple SIMs similar to Slx5-
Slx8 (118), suggesting a role in ubiquitylation of SUMOy-
lated substrates; although this biochemical activity has not
been demonstrated yet. It was initially assumed that Uls1
functions in a redundant pathway to Slx5-Slx8 (118). Re-
cent physical and genetic evidence, however, are suggest-
ing that Uls1 actually antagonizes Slx5 activity without af-
fecting Slx5 and Slx8 protein levels or cellular localization
(141). Uls1 has been shown to be important for S-phase
progression in the presence of DNA damage, particularly
in the Δrad52 mutant (139). Owing to its translocase ac-
tivity, Uls1 has been shown to remove Rad51 nucleofila-
ments and inhibit unneeded recombination, particularly in
strains lacking Rdh54 that predominantly removes Rad51
depositions on dsDNA (142). Genetic interactions with HR
proteins suggest that Uls1 works upstream of Sgs1 possi-
bly to facilitate Sgs1 activity (143), in a manner dependent
on its helicase domain, and in a pathway independent on
Mus81 and Yen1 nucleases as well as Srs2 and Mph1 heli-
cases (139,143).

Irc20 was initially identified in a screen for gene dele-
tions that caused increased recombination centers (Irc20),
as shown by increased spontaneous fluorescent Rad52 foci,
suggesting its role in regulating HR (137). Similar to Rad5
and Uls1, Irc20 has a Snf2 helicase domain in addition to a
RING E3 domain (144,145) and was shown to play a role
in transcriptional regulation dependent on both domains
(146,147). Irc20 was shown to be an ubiquitin ligase in vitro
(146), however, its in vivo substrates are still unknown. Irc20
also interacts with Cdc48 segregase and SUMO through
at least two SIMs, in addition to being SUMOylated itself
(146). Irc20 is also important for promoting SDSA, inhibit-
ing crossovers and maintaining precise NHEJ, as seen by
the defects in Δirc20 mutants (138). What the function of
the helicase domain of Irc20 is, and which activity of Irc20
is responsible for the DNA repair defects observed in Δirc20
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mutants, remain to be determined. Altogether, despite clear
evidence that Slx5-Slx8, Uls1 and Irc20 STUbLs are in-
volved in DSB repair and replication stress response, their
molecular targets are still not identified.

SUMO AND STUBLS IN THE MAINTENANCE OF CRIT-
ICAL DNA REGIONS

Certain DNA sequences in the genome such as the repeat-
rich rDNA regions in the nucleolus or telomeres require
proper maintenance. Replication past rDNA regions is
particularly challenging as repetitive sequences commonly
form secondary structures that stall the replication fork and
could lead to fork collapse (107). Repair of damage at these
regions requires special care to avoid expansions and con-
tractions of the rDNA repeats, which commonly occurs
during recombinational repair between repeats. Telomeres,
on the other hand, require protection from being recog-
nized as DSBs by the repair machinery, which could result
in telomere fusions (148). SUMOylation and STUbLs have
been shown to play an important role in maintaining the
integrity of these special DNA structures.

rDNA regions

In S. cerevisiae, rDNA is composed of 100–200 tandem re-
peats encoding the 35S and 5S ribosomal RNA. The im-
portance of SUMOylation in rDNA maintenance is high-
lighted by the accumulation of fluorescently tagged Smt3
in the nucleolus when deconjugation is impaired (149). In
conditional triple mutants lacking the three E3 SUMO lig-
ases (Siz1, Siz2 and Mms21), rDNA stability is severely
impaired (150). Several SUMOylation targets responsible
for the observed rDNA instability have been studied. Top1
and Top2 are examples of proteins that are SUMOylated
by Siz1 and Siz2, and contribute to rDNA stability by fa-
cilitating rDNA replication and transcription (150). Both
top2ΔC (completely defective in SUMOylation), and top2-
SNM mutants (partially defective in SUMOylation) ex-
hibit a decrease in rDNA number (150). These mutants
show altered localization at the rDNA locus, and when
combined with Δtop1 mms21-CH result in synthetic lethal-
ity (150). This suggests redundancy of SUMO-Top2 with
Top1 and some Mms21 SUMOylation substrates in main-
tenance of rDNA locus integrity. Top1 also gets SUMOy-
lated and its SUMOylation contributes to rDNA stability,
as seen by the rDNA stability defects in cells expressing
non-SUMOylatable Top1 (Top1KR3) (150). In addition to
Smc5, subunits of cohesin and condensin (Smc1, 2 and 3)
were identified as Mms21 SUMOylation substrates (150).
The SUMOylation of cohesin and condensin subunits is
essential for rDNA maintenance and their binding to 5S
rDNA region (150). The Smc5/6 complex was shown to
be important for chromosome segregation at repetitive se-
quences. smc5 and smc6 conditional mutants display accu-
mulation of X-shaped structures at the rDNA region as well
as Rad52-dependent hyper-recombination (151,152). In ad-
dition to Slx5-Slx8, the Smc5/6 complex also contributes to
the exclusion of Rad52 foci from the nucleolus, thereby pro-
tecting these regions from repeat expansion or contraction
during recombination (152). Interestingly, a DSB induced

in rDNA requires its transient exit from the nucleolus to be
repaired by the nuclear Rad52 pool [(152), Figure 4D].

Other SUMOylated substrates that were recently identi-
fied are the nucleolus associated proteins Net1 and Fob1, as
well as Tof2 (153), which also shows increased SUMOyla-
tion upon MMS-induced DNA damage (36). Net1 is part
of the RENT complex, and together with Tof2, play a
role in silencing the rDNA region, inhibiting recombina-
tion and repressing RNA Pol II transcription (154). Fob1
acts to block the progression of the replication fork and re-
cruits subunits of the RENT complex and Tof2 (154,155).
These proteins were found to be hyper-SUMOylated in
Δulp2, Δslx5 and Δslx5Δulp2 mutants with reduced bind-
ing to rDNA in Δulp2 mutants that is rescued in absence of
Slx5 (153). This suggests that the hyper-SUMOylation that
occurs when deconjugation is impaired, targets them for
Slx5-Slx8-mediated ubiquitylation and possibly proteaso-
mal degradation (153). Hyper-SUMOylated-ubiquitylated
Net1, Fob1 and Tof2 could be the more deleterious species
that cannot bind rDNA resulting in hyper-recombination at
these regions (153). The defects of modified Net1, Fob1 and
Tof2 in rDNA binding, partly explains the rDNA defects
observed in Δulp2 mutants. It remains, however, to identify
the role of the basal level of SUMOylation of these proteins
in rDNA maintenance and the DDR.

Telomeres

Telomeres represent another specialized DNA structure
that requires dedicated machinery to protect and replicate
(148). Telomeres are the ends of the linear DNA molecule
that forms the chromosome. They consist of 75–150 repeats
of C1-3A/TG1-3 with a terminal 3′-tail called the G-tail fol-
lowed by sub-telomeric regions called the X and Y’ regions,
which also consist of repetitive sequences (156,157). Telom-
eres resemble DSBs and thus have to be carefully distin-
guished from them to avoid recombinational or end-joining
repair (158). They pose a particular challenge for replica-
tion by the replication machinery and are therefore sub-
ject to shortening and erosion with each round of cell di-
vision. This necessitates a special DNA polymerase that be-
longs to the family of reverse transcriptases to replicate it
called telomerase. The telomerase complex consists of sev-
eral subunits, Est1, Est2 (catalytic subunit), Est3 and TLC1
(telomerase RNA) (156). Special proteins bind to the telom-
eric DNA to make up the telomere. Cdc13 binds the ss-
DNA at the G-tails and together with Stn1 and Ten1 form a
complex resembling RPA. Rap1 protein binds the double-
stranded TG repeat region, and together with its interact-
ing partners Rif1 and Rif2, inhibit the telomerase activator
Tel1 (156,157). The Yku70-Yku80 complex binds telom-
eric ends, similar to how it functions at DSBs, and pro-
tects DNA ends from resection by nucleases, whereas the
Sir2-Sir3-Sir4 complex functions to silence telomeric re-
gions. The Yku70-Yku80 complex and the Sir2-Sir3-Sir4
complex also tether telomeric ends to the inner nuclear
membrane through interaction with the inner nuclear mem-
brane protein Esc2 [(159–161) and Figure 4C]. This an-
choring, however, is dynamic and subject to regulation by
post-translational modifications (162). HR provides an al-
ternative way of lengthening critically short telomeres in
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telomerase-deficient cells (163). Additional information on
telomeres can be found in other reviews (156,158,164).

The high SUMOylation status of several telomeric pro-
teins such as Yku70-Yku80, Sir4 and Esc2, indicates the
importance of the SUMO signal in telomere maintenance.
While single mutants of each of the three E3 ligases (Siz1,
Siz2 and Mms21) exhibit longer telomeres (165), only
Δsiz2 mutants exhibit loss of telomere anchoring (166).
The longer telomeres seen in Δsiz2 mutants were shown
to be due to telomerase mediated extension, not Rad52-
dependent recombinational lengthening and was epistatic
to Δpif1, which is a helicase that inhibits telomerase by dis-
placing it at telomeres (166). On the other hand, the loss
of telomere anchoring was not due to the disruption of Sir-
dependent silencing or complex formation, but rather due
to decreased interaction of both the Yku70-Yku80 complex
and the Sir complex with Esc2 (166). Siz2 was also found to
be the major E3 SUMOylating Sir4 and Yku80, as well as
contribute to the SUMOylation of Yku70. Together, these
findings suggest that the Siz2-dependent SUMOylation of
the Yku70-Yku80 and Sir-complexes, and possibly other
targets, promotes anchoring of telomeres to the nuclear en-
velope and inhibits telomerase through a pathway involving
the Pif1 helicase (166).

The Smc5/6 complex, which includes Mms21, is consti-
tutively found at telomeres (167). Multiple growth defects
resulting from increased senescence were observed in mu-
tants of the Smc5/6 complex (168,169). These result from
shorter telomeres as observed in nse3-1 mutants (167), and
defects in telomere clustering as observed in mms21-11 mu-
tants (170). This highlights the role of Smc5/6 in telom-
ere maintenance and its efficient replication (Figure 4C).
In telomerase deficient cells, Smc5/6 helps resolve interme-
diates of HR mediated alternative lengthening of telom-
eres, thus slowing senescence (171). Upon MMS damage,
the Smc5/6 complex shows enhanced enrichment at sub-
telomeric regions, in a manner depending on the Mms21
subunit (172). It is unclear, however, whether it is strictly the
SUMO ligase activity of Smc5/6 complex or the structural
maintenance activity of the complex that may be affected
by a defect in SUMO ligation, or both, that is required for
its function at the telomeres. Either way, these findings in-
dicate that SUMO and the Smc5/6 complex contribute to
tethering telomeres to the nuclear envelope and resolving
intermediates that arise during replication and recombina-
tion at the telomeres.

In addition to the role of SUMO in maintaining telom-
ere anchoring, it also affects the stability and activity of
the telomere-associated proteins upon DNA damage. MMS
treatment induces the SUMOylation of several telomere
binding proteins, such as Rap1, Cdc13, Pif1 and Yku70-
Yku80 (165). The effects of their SUMOylation, if known,
are listed in Table 1.

Uls1 has also been implicated in maintaining telomere
end-joining inhibition through its ubiquitin ligase activity.
While its ubiquitin ligase activity was never demonstrated
in vitro, there is strong reason to assume it (118). Uls1
possesses a RING finger domain, multiple SIMs and was
shown to regulate the levels of poly-SUMOylated Rap1,
all typical of a STUbL (173). Rap1 is a telomere bind-
ing protein that inhibits NHEJ, protects the telomeric ends

from nuclease activity and has a role in checkpoint sig-
naling. Rap1 was shown to be SUMOylated at K240 and
K246, resulting in decreased NHEJ inhibition activity ex-
cept through the pathway that depends on Sir4 (173).
Poly-SUMOylated Rap1 accumulates in Δuls1 mutants,
and telomere fusions are observed in uls1 null, translo-
case and E3 ligase mutants (173). These telomere fusion
events were shown to depend on SUMOylatable Rap1
and poly-SUMOylatable Smt3 (173). Together, this sug-
gests that Uls1 mediates the proteasomal degradation of
poly-SUMOylated Rap1, clearing the non-functional forms
and allowing for the unmodified functional Rap1 molecules
to bind, ensuring permanent NHEJ inhibition (173). The
role of Uls1 in clearing SUMOylated Rap1 from telom-
eres together with its function in dislodging Rad51 nucle-
ofilaments, suggest a role for Uls1 as a general molecular
sweeper to dislodge proteins through its translocase and/or
ubiquitin ligase activities (173).

In contrast to the activities of SUMO in inhibiting re-
combination at telomeres as discussed above, SUMOyla-
tion of Sgs1 has been shown to promote telomere–telomere
recombination (174) and thus provides a means for alterna-
tive lengthening of telomeres in telomerase-deficient cells.
Mutants expressing non-SUMOylatable Sgs1 (sgs1-K621R
mutants) exhibited less telomere–telomere recombination
in telomerase-deficient cells particularly in the formation of
Type II recombinants, which show amplified telomeric re-
peats (174). On the other hand, the SUMOylation of Sgs1
was shown not to be important in recombinational repair,
replication intermediates resolution, or rDNA recombina-
tion (174). The rescue of short telomeres in telomerase-
deficient cells by recombination indicates their recognition
as DSBs (175,176). This also requires the relocalization
of the telomeres from the nuclear envelope to the nuclear
pores, which contain several of the SUMO pathway pro-
teins, indicating a regulatory role for SUMO in recombina-
tional repair at telomeres (135).

SUMO AND STUBLS IN THE MAINTENANCE OF THE
2 �M CIRCLE

The 2 �m circle is an endogenous 6.4 kb plasmid that is
normally found in almost all S. cerevisiae strains (177).
It’s a harmless parasitic plasmid that got acquired into the
yeast nucleus, and is maintained at around 60 copies per
cell (178). While the 2 �m circle provides no growth ad-
vantages, its overamplification was shown to cause multiple
growth defects, such as cold sensitivity, irregularly shaped
(nibbled) colonies and G2/M arrest, and these defects are
often referred to as clonal lethality (25). The accumulation
of high molecular weight aggregates of the plasmid under-
lies these growth defects that are observed in most of the
SUMO pathway mutants (26,120,179). A mutation in the
Ulp1 SUMO deconjugating enzyme was the first to be re-
ported as causing the nibbled appearance, and this allele
was initially named nib1 (25,26).

The 2 �m circle encodes four proteins, Rep1, Rep2, Raf1
and Flp1. Rep1 and Rep2 proteins are responsible for the
proper segregation of the 2 �m circle to the daughter cells,
through the interaction with the cis-acting DNA element,
STB or REP3. The association of Rep1 and Rep2 with
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STB recruits the kinesin related motor Kip1, which ex-
changes the canonical H3 with Cse4, thus allowing STB to
be recognized as a centromere (180,181). The proper prop-
agation also involves the Rsc2 subunit of the RSC chro-
matin remodelling complex, as well as cohesin (182,183).
Flp1 is a recombinase that is responsible for maintaining
the high copy number of the 2 �m circle. Flp1 expression is
tightly controlled in response to the levels of the 2�m circle.
Rep1, Rep2 and Flp1 are SUMOylated and this SUMOy-
lation is essential for maintaining the 2 �m circle lev-
els (120,179,184). Mutants expressing non-SUMOylatable
Flp1 exhibit clonal lethality, in a manner dependent on the
HR pathway (179). Presumably, non-SUMOylated Flp1 in-
duces DNA damage that gets repaired by the BIR subpath-
way of HR, resulting in hyperamplification and accumula-
tion of abberant species of the 2 �m circle (179). An attrac-
tive model is that SUMOylated Flp1 levels are regulated by
Slx5-Slx8 mediated degradation, and this would explain the
clonal lethality observed in Δslx5 and Δslx8 mutants, that is
dependent on HR proteins (106). The accumulation of Flp1
in SUMOylated or ubiquitylated forms in Δslx5 and Δslx8
mutants, however, has not yet been observed. The SUMOy-
lation of Rep1 and Rep2 also contributes to the proper
propagation of the plasmid by allowing the proper associ-
ation with STB (184). This closely resembles the SUMO-
dependent targeting of proteins, such as Top2 and the kine-
tochore proteins, to the centromere (185,186). The mainte-
nance of the 2 �m circle provides an additional example in
which SUMO participates in genome integrity and inheri-
tance.

CONCLUSION

Since the discovery of ubiquitin more than three decades
ago, our understanding of how complex cellular processes
are regulated has significantly increased. Post-translational
modifications using small chemical groups had already been
appreciated as molecular regulators of cellular processes
and signaling, and the further extension into ubiquityla-
tion and SUMOylation has advanced our understanding
further. The importance of ubiquitin and SUMO is ob-
vious by the inviability of cells lacking them or the main
enzymes involved in their processing. They were shown
to act as true molecular switches to activate and regulate
diverse pathways including the highly complicated DDR.
They act through modifying interactions of repair proteins
with other proteins or DNA, thus affecting their activities
and the choice of repair pathway. The high reversibility of
the process by deconjugating enzymes allows rapid and dy-
namic responses to cellular requirements. The high conser-
vation of ubiquitin and SUMO in eukaryotic cells, as well as
their processing enzymes, illustrate their importance as reg-
ulatory mechanisms among all species. Studying the DDR
and how the cell repairs DNA damage increases our un-
derstanding of how mutagenesis and carcinogenesis occur
and shed light on the possible mechanisms for cure. Due to
the high conservation in the DNA repair pathways, most
of the studies that have advanced our understanding on the
roles of ubiquitin and SUMO in DNA repair have been con-
ducted in yeast, however, still much of the process remains
a mystery.

While the ubiquitin role in DNA repair is increasingly
being shown to depend on altering interactions and signal-
ing, still much of its role depends on the proteasome. This
is evident by the presence of the 26S proteasomal complex
coupled with DNA repair lesions where it mediates disas-
sembly of factors to clear the way for the efficient assembly
of repair and checkpoint machinery. A common character-
istic to both ubiquitin and SUMO is the high specificity in
the signal receptors. The residue modified, chain length and
chain topology all affect signal transduction and outcome
in a highly specific manner. The length of the SUMO chain
in particular has been shown to be important for the choice
of the perinuclear localization site for persistent DSBs.

Perhaps the most prominent role of SUMO is the reg-
ulation of HR. As much as HR is crucial for cell survival
under DNA damaging conditions, its activity needs to be
tightly regulated to prevent unnecessary recombination par-
ticularly during replication at repeat regions, which could
cause gene amplifications and deletions contributing to car-
cinogenesis. The SUMOylation wave that is activated upon
DNA damage affects the bulk of repair machinery in a man-
ner dependent on proximity to the damage site. This spa-
tial modification allows for a very small amount of mod-
ified species to exert the desired action due to high local
concentration of the modification, while the majority of the
protein remains unmodified. Indeed, while the non-specific
nature of SUMO conjugation at first instance would seem
like a random event, it leads to a very precise outcome. At
the general level, SUMO modifications in response to DNA
damage seems to function as a ‘molecular glue’, to facili-
tate the assembly of repair complexes and their recruitment
owing to presence of high amount of SIMs on the repair
factors. The disassembly of these repair foci also seems to
be regulated by SUMOylation, partly through the action
of STUbLs that target modified proteins to proteasomal
degradation.

Proper understanding of the SUMOylation wave and its
implications requires detailed study of each modified pro-
tein and the effect of SUMOylation on its activity and in-
teractions. Particular challenges are the very low amount of
SUMOylated proteins at any given time, and the high re-
versibility of the SUMO signal. A large amount of the pro-
tein does not need to be SUMOylated since the effects of
the SUMO modifications are localized. Another factor that
complicates the understanding of the SUMO pathway, is
the promiscuity of the SUMO enzymes, which makes it hard
to decipher the effects of the deficiency of the SUMO sig-
nal on a particular repair pathway. The experimental tech-
niques employed pose a challenge in themselves. Most of
them utilize SUMO deficient mutants to study a particular
facet of the repair process. This, however, is biased to the
repair assay used and disregards the complete overall effect
of the SUMOylation wave that works on multiple parallel,
and sometimes redundant, levels. Identifying the SUMOy-
lated residues to make the SUMO deficient mutants is also
very challenging. In several cases multiple lysines are tar-
gets for SUMOylation, and mutating one results in an en-
hanced SUMOylation of another, that would not normally
be modified. Additionally, in numerous cases, more than
one SUMO E3 ligases can SUMOylate a protein, raising
questions on the specificity of the whole process, and how
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the signal is properly delivered. Thus, more studies are re-
quired to properly understand the intricacies of the SUMO
pathway and the diversity of the roles it plays.
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